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VICTORIA LINE
STRIKES AGAIN
N early every Seven Sisters driver took part in April’s strike. It was a spectacular

display of solidarity, the first time a strike has closed the Victoria line in its history.

E stimates say that only about five out of
180 drivers turned up to work. ASLEF

drivers joined in and came to RMT picket
lines. It was politically important to
managers to run some kind of service, but
they abjectly failed to do so. Picket lines of
up to 30 were lively, with lots of rank and
file participation, plenty of public support
and visitors from other work locations and
organisations.

But management have refused to back
down, and have upheld the outrageously
unjust sacking of Carl Campbell. Carl is
now out of work during the depths of
recession, for having made just one mistake
which he quickly put right and which he
could not have made in the first place if
LUL had not been too tight to fit CSDE
equipment on his line.

S o we are striking on the Vic line again.
Managers, rattled by our 100% success

last time, have been indulging themselves
in all sorts of deceits and rumour-
mongering. RMT reps and activists have
done a great job chasing round
extinguishing these rumours and
reasserting the facts and the arguments.

They have proved once again that
information is key.

We need big pickets to keep the action
solid. Station staff, service control staff and
drivers on lines which interchange with the
Vic should be alert to potential safety
problems caused by the non-running of Vic
trains. Congestion may cause closures.

A nd what next? If management still
refuse to back down, we have only

one choice: to escalate the action.
Management have obviously decided that
they can live with one 24-hour strike per
month, and calculate that we will give in
before they do.

We should now go to a 48-hour strike, or
even more. Some people worry that some
ASLEF drivers will not join a 48-hour
action. But ASLEF members should know
as well as RMT members that if this strike
is defeated, no Victoria line driver’s job is
safe, whichever union you are in.

If a dispute is worth fighting – which this
one obviously is – then it is worth fighting
as effectively as possible. We need to
decide on action on the basis of what we
need to do to win, not on what we think the
least committed will go along with.

D on’t forget to vote Yes in the
all-grade LUL/TfL ballot. We

won’t run through the issues in detail
again, just remind you that taking
action is our only change of getting a
decent pay rise, saving jobs and
stopping managers treating us like
dirt (which, for all the union jargon
about ‘breach of agreements’, is
what it is about).

Management are on the offensive
against us, trying to strip away our
rights and dignity at work at every
opportunity. This ballot is our
chance to turn the tide back in the
other direction. Every vote counts!

www.workersliberty.org.uk/
jobspayjustice

THIS RE-BALLOT - AND NO MORE
RMT has no doubt made every effort to get its ballot notification legally watertight. We should hope so, given the time it took! But when

a union ballots members in hundreds of workplaces, in a company where people move grade and location at the rate of dozens per day,
it is practically impossible to deliver bang up-to-date and accurate membership information. So we can expect another legal challenge.

When that happens, RMT should not re-ballot again. To do so would drag the fight out for even longer, would demoralise staff, and would
signal to management that all they need to do is find a semi-colon out of place and they can get the union to re-ballot over and over again and
never actually strike. While that goes on, the jobs get cut, managers continue to bully staff and the chances of a decent pay deal fade away.

Instead, when the union gets its new Yes vote and the legal letter comes in, it should name strike dates anyway and prepare for the most
effective action possible. RMT should defend itself in court, not with any particular expectation of winning (although you never know!), but
to voice the arguments and expose the anti-union laws. Then, if an injunction is granted against the strike, everyone will know that it is
unjust, and will know what dates the official action would have taken place on. Rank-and-file members may well draw our own conclusions
about what to do next ...

Tubeworker’s weblog - daily updates -
www.workersliberty.org/twblog



CATS, MICE AND RATS

DLR staff have again voted Yes for
action against new control room

rosters which will cost them 24 rest days
per year. They voted to strike earlier this
year, but RMT suspended the action
when DLR agreed to talks. Tubeworker
has often criticised the idea that strikes
should be suspended just for talks, and
predictably, the talks came to nowt.

Now DLR is on the back foot again,
promising not to impose the roster for at
least three months. But we smell a rat.
DLR’s top boss has been sidling up to
control room staff for a chat; rumour has
it he is floating the idea of a sweetener to
buy off their opposition to the roster.

What’s to say that DLR won’t impose
it when the three months is up and the
strike mandate has expired? Then we
ballot again, they back off again, and so
it goes on and on ... Management may be
playing a cat-and-mouse game, trying to
wear us down into accepting their plan.

www.workersliberty.org/dlr

SWINE FLU THREAT?
N oticed how LUL communications

about the Swine Flu threat have
reassured us that they have plans in
place to keep the service running?
And there we were, worrying about
catching the deadly virus, with the
Tube identified as an infection hot-
spot! Nice to know LUL are looking
after us, as always.

www.workersliberty.org/LTsafety

CLEANERS OVERLOOKED -
AGAIN

A s part of the Tottenham Court Road
refurb, London Underground has

taken over a subway that used to belong
to Camden Council. This subway is not
blocked from the street, so it is open all
night for people to pee in, sleep in etc.
Camden Council used to industrially
clean the subway each morning. Now,
Tube cleaners employed by ISS have to
wade through the night’s pee with a mop
and bucket, trying in vain to clean it up.

The workers at the bottom of London
Underground’s pile, with least ability to
stand up for themselves have been
overlooked, while London Underground
does its big dealings with the retailers
and Camden Council. We will complain
to ISS, but suspect their attitude will be
the same as it always is about the welfare
and conditions of its staff.

www.workersliberty.org/tubecleaners

DRIVERS DISPLACED?
LUL has given Leytonstone drivers

an ultimatum: the company
kindly (not) gives us the ‘choice’ of
who gets treated appallingly. Option
A: the East London Line agreement is
torn up and drivers who have already
been displaced once get displaced
again. Option B: ‘juniority’, which
could see drivers who have been at the
depot more than a decade get booted.

Tubeworker votes for Option C -
none of the above.

LUL let one of its lines be sold off, so
should live with the consequences.
Leytonstone is enjoying the comforts
of over-staffing: no excuse for refusing
leave requests, no need for uncovered
duties, enough drivers to deliver a
world-class Tube for a world-class
city. What’s not to like?

www.workersliberty.org/central

RCI VACANCIES?
LUL is leaving RCI vacancies

unfilled: it has 237 RCI posts, but
currently employs just 221. The reason
can’t be lack of interest: the RCI waiting
list is so long that last year, LUL offered
those on the list jobs on the buses!

Tubeworker is not a huge fan of the
revenue control function, as fares are too
high and passengers can get unfairly
caught out. But right now, jobs are under
threat, and hundreds of staff in lower-
paid grades are languishing on a waiting
lists while management refuse to offer
16 of them the vacant RCI posts. LUL is
attacking your rights, job security and
right to progress your career.
www.workersliberty.org/revenue-control

NO PAID SPECIAL LEAVE?
LUL’s latest ruse to punish staff is

to dock pay if you have a family
emergency. Despite its policy that you
can have to three days paid special
leave to deal with death or illness of a
close relative, management have now
decided that if you did not give notice,
you can only have unpaid leave.

So your kid falls ill and is not
considerate enough to give advance
notice. LUL docks your pay, adding to
the stress you are already under.

And LUL wonder why we are in
dispute about their attendance
policies?! It’s a sick system, and we
have to strike to stop this nonsense.

www.workersliberty.org/sicksystem

H aving found out last year that they won’t
get away with an across-the-combine jobs

massacre, it seems that LUL’s new strategy for
ticket office cuts is to do them a station at a time
(unless we stop them, of course). Just look at
these examples.

CLOSING WINDOWS

I t seems that something is being lost in the
Southfields station refurb - two ticket office

windows, to be precise.
Southfields ticket office, one of the busier

ones in that neck of the woods, has three
windows. Or it did have. When the refurb’s
done, it will reopen with just one.

OK, JUST THIS ONCE ...
R eaders of On The Move may have noticed

that LUL has produced a range of posters,
each with a scenario: a customer asks a question,
staff give an answer plus a further suggestion to
keep the customer well away in future. “Can I
top up my Oyster on this machine?” “Yes, I’ll
show you how. But next time, you can do it
online.” Possibilities that never saw the light of
day include: “Can I buy a ticket?” “OK, just this
once if you really insist. But if I see your mug
around here again, I won’t be best pleased.”

One poster illustrating the OTM article shows
a ticket seller telling a customer that the Oyster
minimum top-up is £5. But the £5 minimum is a
trial at just five stations. LUL’s own stats show
the minimum has rightly been ignored in 65% of
cases, but it seems they have already decided to
roll it out across the system - otherwise, why go
to the trouble of producing posters?! Obviously
we can look forward to an honest, objective
assessment of the trial. Or not.

WATERLOO JOBS TO GO?
D raft (or daft?) new rosters have appeared at

Waterloo showing a loss of 4 SAMF posts.
Apparently, this is something to do with loss

of business following the transfer of Eurostar
from Waterloo to St Pancras. However, it should
alarm us all, as management seem to be slipping
this in, not even consulting the unions.

So they may suddenly discover that the
closure of a nightclub somewhere has led to a
tiny drop in sales at a particular ticket office and
will cut a couple of jobs there. Or some football
club will fall on hard times, attendances will
drop a bit, and there’s another few jobs gone.

Whether wholesale or salami-style, we have to
unite to defend every ticket office and every job.

Want to get every issue of Tubeworker (published at
least monthly)? Send us seven quid (cheques payable

to WL Bulletins) and your address!
Got a story for Tubeworker? We welcome reports &

comments from all Tube workers.
Contact Workers’ Liberty, PO Box 823,

London SE15 4NA. 020-7207-3997
Subscribe to Tubeworker by e-mail:

tubeworker-list-subscribe@workersliberty.org
Tubeworker p&p S. Matgamna

Defend Ticket Offices

www.workersliberty.org/ticketoffices
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divided workforce.


